
Fillable Flacon 
Interior Perfume

Information for filling



Purpose of fillable flacon:
The Mercedes-Benz perfume diffuser flacon can release 
any perfume that is available in a liquid form. You can 
thus integrate your personal fragrance preference into 
the interior of your vehicle.

Please note:
Only use approved, commercially available perfumes. 
Perfumes not provided by Mercedes-Benz may differ in 
terms of the fragrance intensity. This is not a deficiency 
of the perfume diffuser, but rather a property of the 
selected fragrance. Essential perfume oils can also be 
used, however their scents are more intense than 
commercially available perfumes. We therefore 
recommend a small filling volume (2-3ml).

Filling Instructions:
Step 1: Unscrewing.
Unscrew the functional lid of the flacon and place it upside 
down on an absorbent cloth.



Step 2a: Filling from spray bottles.
Hold the flacon at an angle and spray 
directly into the flacon (see diagram).  
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Step 2b: Filling from screw bottles.
Pour the desired amount of liquid into 
the flacon (see diagram).  
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Step 3: Maximum filling amount.
Do not exceed the maximum filling 
amount. The maximum filling amount 
is the underside of the flacon shoulder 
(see drawing).

Step 4: Sealing of the flacon.
Remove the functional lid from the absorbent cloth and 
screw it hand-tight onto the thread of the glass flacon. 
Make sure that it is closed properly.



Tips:
First try a small volume of your liquid fragrance. This will 
be sufficient to assess your chosen perfume in the vehicle.

Cleaning:
The glass flacon can be cleaned in the dishwasher. 
The functional lid can be cleaned with a cloth and a 
commercially available window cleaning fluid.

Limited liability:
Mercedes-Benz is not liable for the damages incurred 
through aggressive liquid components on the durability 
of the seals and plastic parts of the functional lid. 
Mercedes-Benz is not responsible for any side effects 
of the diffusion of perfume into the car interior.
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